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Sams Teach Yourself CSS in 24 Hours (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2006
Learning to apply CSS is the HTML Web publisher's next developmental step toward a professional and stable Web design. A prerequisite to learning higherlevel languages like Javascript, Java, and Flash, CSS is gaining increasing support among major browsers, including Netscape, Internet Explorer (together 94% market share) and newcomers Opera,...
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Sensors Applications, Volume 2John Wiley & Sons, 2001
Taken as a whole, this series covers all major fields of application for commercial sensors, as well as their manufacturing techniques and major types. As such the series does not treat bulk sensors, but rather places strong emphasis on microsensors, microsystems and integrated electronic sensor packages. Each of the individual volumes is tailored...
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Biometrics and ID Management: COST 2101 European Workshop, BioID 2011Springer, 2011

	This volume of Springer Lecture Notes in Computer Sciences (LNCS) constitutes the final publication of the EU COST 2101 Action “Biometrics for Identity Documents and Smart Cards,” which has been successfully running during the years 2006-2010. One of the many valuable outputs of this initiative is the realization of a new...
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Computational Intelligence in Data Mining - Volume 3: Proceedings of the International Conference on CIDM, 20-21 December 2014 (Smart Innovation, Systems and Technologies)Springer, 2014

	The contributed volume aims to explicate and address the difficulties and challenges for the seamless integration of two core disciplines of computer science, i.e., computational intelligence and data mining. Data Mining aims at the automatic discovery of underlying non-trivial knowledge from datasets by applying intelligent analysis...
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Smart Is the New Rich: If You Can't Afford It, Put It DownJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A practical way to think about money today


	Author and CNN veteran money correspondent Christine Romans believes we should live by three qualifiers: living within our means, living with less debt, and being less vulnerable. While some may say this is old-fashioned, today it's hard to argue with Romans' view.

...
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RFID Handbook: Fundamentals and Applications in Contactless Smart Cards and Identification 2nd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Developments in RFID (Radio-Frequency Identification) are yielding larger memory capacities, wider reading ranges and quicker processing, making it one of fastest growing sectors of the radio technology industry.
RFID has become indispensable in a wide range of automated data capture and identification applications, from ticketing and access...
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19 Deadly Sins of Software Security (Security One-off)McGraw-Hill, 2005
This essential book for all software developers--regardless of platform, language, or type of application--outlines the “19 deadly sins” of software security and shows how to fix each one. Best-selling authors Michael Howard and David LeBlanc, who teach Microsoft employees how to secure code, have partnered with John Viega, the man...
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Handbook on Advancements in Smart Antenna Technologies for Wireless Networks (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2008
The dramatic growth of the wireless communication industry has resulted in searches for new technologies to provide broader bandwidth per user channel, better quality, and new value-added services. Employing smart antennas presents an elegant and relatively economical way to improve the performance of wireless transmission.
The Handbook...
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Expert F# 3.0Apress, 2012

	Expert F# 3.0 is about practical programming in a beautiful language that puts the power and elegance of data-rich functional programming into the hands of professional developers. In combination with .NET, F# achieves unrivaled levels of programmer productivity and program clarity.

	

	Expert F# 3.0 is:
...
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Green Giants: How Smart Companies Turn Sustainability into Billion-Dollar BusinessesAMACOM, 2015

	What do Brazil's top beauty brand, America's second-fastest-growing restaurant chain, and the world's third bestselling car have in common? They are shattering the myth that acting sustainably and building a billion-dollar business are mutually exclusive. Green Giants examines nine companies that are merging social responsibility...
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Smart Tourism as a Driver for Culture and Sustainability: Fifth International Conference IACuDiT, Athens 2018 (Springer Proceedings in Business and Economics)Springer, 2019

	This book explores the latest developments in the field of smart tourism, focusing in particular on the important cultural and sustainability synergies that have emerged during the digital era. The aim is to elucidate how ICTs can promote innovation and creativity in the tourism and leisure sector in ways that take into account cultural and...
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Mastering Embedded Linux Programming: Create fast and reliable embedded solutions with Linux 5.4 and the Yocto Project 3.1 (Dunfell), 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Harness the power of Linux to create versatile and robust embedded solutions

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to develop and configure robust embedded Linux devices
	
			Explore the new features of Linux 5.4 and the Yocto Project 3.1 (Dunfell)
	
			Discover different ways to...
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